
Component APAR Description

General Product PH10424

PH35280 IBM JDK 8.0 Update 281

PH27479  Unable to change query service cache size

PH27561  User gets unable to find connection message to a data source that is not being used in the report

PH28864

PH29118  Running-total on sorted data item in lower query in DQM

PH30962  Incorrect output against a filtered Planning Analytics source

PH32783  Data in the dashboard is not being updated despite the refresh automatically functionality being enabled

PH33158  Report shortcut via extension gives useless error when user does not have access to report

PH34079

PH34113

PH34268

PH34399

PH34743

PH35129

PH35386

PH35719

PH38838  JAVA.LANG.NULLPOINTEREXCEPTION AFTER UPGRADE

PH35725

PH36133  Query/.DATA-set service remains in overloaded state till we recycle the service

PH36366

PH36377

PH36602  Query filter in a federated package will only filter on one side of a join in DQM, CQM will filter on both.

PH36629

PH36889  Validation errors in every report after CA 11.1.7. FP2 upgrade

PH37042

PH37138  Grouped column header does not appear in users content language preference

PH37243

IBM Cognos Analytics 11.1.7 FP4 - Fix List

 Incorrect results for calculation returning interval against iseries

 Blank flyout menu for diagnostic logging section.

 When report service is disabled in cogconfig, scheduled report entries are not recorded in cogipf_runreport audit tables

 Dqm locally casting an interval to integer type throws java.lang.unsupportedoperationexception

 Customization of brandtext by adding accented characters result in incorrect format in 11.1.7

 Missing session parameters "account.personalinfo.timezoneid" in list of available session parameters

 Xqe-pln-0001 error when query is referencing another query

 Cognos for Microsoft Office based on PowerCube analysis view does not use routing rules

 Xqe-dat-0001 when first function is used

 DQM report fails validation with xqe-dat-0001 error when a combination of functions is used

 Detail filter with contains does not work in dqm

 Db2 function '-2 month' causes an xqe-dat-0001 an unexpected token "'2'" was found error

 List report fails with nullpointerexception error

 Slowness when reading data from the db while building inmemory aggregates after 1,070,000,000 tuples

 Different query created in dashboard by Cognos Analytics depends on browser used

 Converted cqm dmr to DQM throws xqe-pln-0078 at least one invalid member errors during existing report validation.,
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PH37346

PH37595  For clause ignored in aggregation ignored when using sum aggregation

PH37739

PH37842  Detailed data is not displayed in Excel when using items with to_number as a link of master-details.

PH37895

PH37903  Incorrect parameter used when using stored procedure with multiple master detail queries

PH38066  Unexpected sort order when extension is used

PH38223

PH38245

PH38304

PH38454

PH38693

PH38834

PH38897  Data module with package and excel file returns nulls instead of 0 in report

PH38904

PH38919

PH39018

PH39169

PH39405

PH39585

PH39873  Package security is not respected when the dispatcher is running in 64 bit mode.

PH40105

PH40114

PH40465

PH40507

PH40603

PH40681 When using custom extensions changing language from English to German, the menu titles are not translated

PH41193

PH41799

Administration PH39656

 Crosstab showing incorrect results from TM1 cube for members with null measure value

 Xqe-pln-0008 the pattern hierarchy info could not be created for the edge with id = '2'.

 Xqecpp crashes on Z Linux

 Xqe-dat-0001 data source adapter error <object> does not exist running an upgraded report

 Long Content Manager startup time in distributed Cognos Analytics environment with many registered but not running dispatchers

 Dashboarding top filter with rank column produces an expression error

 Xqe-gen-0006 feature not yet supported is reported when the data module has relationship to excel

 Reporting (CQM only): missing session parameters "account.person alinfo.timezoneid" in list of available session parameters

 Upgraded report issue: generating sql/mdx does not finish

 Xqe-dat-0001 data source adapter error: com.ibm.db2.JCC.am.sqlsy ntaxerrorexception: an unexpected token "max" was found followin

 After upgrading to Cognos Analytics 11, drill down does not work.

 Xqe-gen-0010 found an internal error: 'node?'

 Framework Manager query subject validation fails against sap sybase iq  after upgrade

 Xqe-dat-0001 data source adapter error in reports that use a data module and data sets that include a left join.

 Using 'default' source attribute when drillthrough uses powercube's 'category code' rather than 'source value'

 Xqe-dat-0001 data source adapter error for report upgraded to fixpack3

 Cognos stopped logging report executions in audit database with SSL.

 Xqe-pln-0119 standard aggregate functions are not permitted in the grouping element list when running a cqm migrated report

 Xqe-dat-0001 data source adapter error using first function from other query

 Xqe-pln-0008 the pattern hierarchy info could not be created for the edge with id = '2'.

 DQM has not enabled calling stored procedures in amazon redshift.

 Dispatcher memory leak causing high cpu and system not responsive

 Cognos emails missing default recipient and subject
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PH25755

PH26424  Adm-err-001 when clicking on my schedules and subscriptions after upgrading.

PH29891  Prompt default selection values are not used in report view

PH32500  Cannot type in date field of start and end time in run as background or schedule

PH32760  Content added to e-mail body when "attach the report" flag gets disabled in the delivery pane

PH35306

PH35769  Issues running a report in background when prompt and filter on null values.

PH36175  Schedule not displaying correct day due to time difference

PH37194  Users without write access to a report are not able to save report output for that report

PH37502

PH39278

PH40069  Schedules run an hour earlier for the month of November if it is scheduled by a user who has profile timezone set to polish time

PH40129  Blank page when trying to edit details of email delivery of a job step

PH40380  Format is reset when clicking on run in background

PH40558  Manually entered external email address is not saved

PH38498  Stored prompt values are not displayed when report is run via schedule

PH36816

Collaboration PH29400  CA 11.1.7: list of email recipients in schedule not distinct

PH37098

PH37867  "Type in external email" capability allows users to type external addresses even when explicitly denied

Content Manager PH40352

PH36925 Upgrading full content store from BI 10 to CA 11.1.7 FP2 leads to sea-gen-0001 error on index

Content Navigation PH26886  'group content' folder appears in navigation pane when running a report with full interactivity enabled.

PH34571  Sort option by type missing when using extension

PH37139

PH39199  Default sort option for custom button/folder has changed to 'type'.

PH16508  Browser glitches when selecting source for report exceeding 100 folders/packages

PH35062  In large data modules, searching for a measures in the fields element of a visualization is having poor interactive performance

PH35527  Custom sorting is removed after navigation in dashboard visualization

Delivery Service PH35545

 Report views imported from Cognos BI couldn't be displayed on upcoming view in  my schedules and subscriptions

 Default email behaviour has changed in 11.1.7

 Creating new tenants with name starting with a 0 removes the 0 in the name after saving from glass ui

 Pf-srv-6110 run failed error when hitting the refresh link of the administration page

Cognos Viewer  Unable to type the userid and password for datasource signon on internet explorer when executing a report in background

 Paste coloured text into email body not available in cognos analytics

 Aaa-aut-0013 error seen when a post request is sent to Cognos Analytics with SSO configured

 Descending sort order of bursted report versions is ignored

Dashboarding

 Schedules stop executing until user logs in to Cognos Analytics UI
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PH38273

PH40388

Job Scheduling and Monitor Service PH38109  Schedules created in the past and imported into new instance show reports will run at the period time.

PH01417

PH39208  Users without the notebook capability can edit notebooks

Modeling PH29698

PH31738  Data module based on the package which has filter using parameter map is not showing data

PH32589

PH32613  Security on data server connections is ignored when creating data modules

PH34750

PH38009

PH39478  Data modules: a lot of browser memory consumed when a large package is included

Query Studio PI90176  Converted reports from Query Studio missing filters and calculations

Report Authoring PH22832  Saving report without any changes in it does not update the report even if its package has been republished

PH23641

PH32025

PH33949  Cannot copy/paste data item between reports based on planning analytics package using chrome

PH34260

PH35297  Query item with display type  'link'  failed with regular dimension ( DMR)

PH36120  Not able to use the space-bar in query properties when accessibility features are turned on

PH36127  Manually input items into filter condition dialog includes a blank string value

PH36421  Report in edit mode does not recognize that its package has been republished

PH37678  Report styles are not preserved when saved as a template.

PH37894  Breadcrumb folder breaks after canceling report creation

PH38253  The model or package does not exist or you are not allowed to use it because of security settings.

PH39813  Icon for page is missing in view "projected queries" in query explorer

PH39820

PH41228

PH41283

PH41647  Save as report view with non-interactive report does not display save parameters selected in prompt page

 Cnc-sds-0431 insufficient user capabilities for email and attachments (unable to send email without 'type in external email' ca

 'include link' in email no longer works when 'attach report ouput' is also selected in 11.1.7 IF 1042

Administration console  - status - current activities will not display the pid for background activities

Jupyter

 Unable to resize dashboard calculation window when a lot of sublevels

 Relink missing for fm packages in Cognos Analytics data modules

 Dragging in item in dashboarding causes out of memory of browser

 Notebook placed in a job returns "xqe-msr-0001 module definition is invalid." After multiple runs

 Aggregated text item not appearing in cells of crosstab

 Importing a report specification to data sets changes the expressionlocale to en-us

 Unable to drag a dimension item in the report expression of cubedateupdatedon()

 Report containing custom control using bootstrap tabs sample (bs -tabs.js) fails with javascript error after upgrading to 11.1.7

 Xml parsing error report creating new report in Firefox console when application language is set to german

 Rsp-srv-0095 the referenced report uses a different authoring locale ("de") from the referencing report ("en-us"). *
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Report Server PH08196

PH36817

PH38631

PH38865  Incorrect excel tab numbering after upgrade

PH39093

PH39170

PH39322

PH39780  Enter does not insert values in multi value text box prompt with full interactivity

PH40192

PH41011  Uncaught null error using custom control in 11.1.7

PH41092

Search PH28762

 Dpr-err-2056 when drilling through in PowerPlay Studio when report has custom subet with more than 50 members in context filter

 Arabic words are not attached together when a report is exported to pdf output format

 Reportpath is incorrect and inconsistent when adding application context for dynamic query mode

 Montserrat font in pdf does not render properly when the reports are run in pdf format

 Rsv-srv-0005 the report specification is missing the 'report' root element when using caf encoded report specification

 Cognos Analytics does not validate pa parameter values on report run.

 Re-prompted pick list prompt in Query Studio not correctly applied with ie

 Unable to "select all" for prompts in Query Studio reports in ie

 Nullpointerexception in the content managers policiesserializer
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